Ultra-Efficient Infinity® Heat Pump Systems
with Greenspeed™ intelligence

two systems:

The Infinity® heat pump system with Greenspeed™ Intelligence
delivers unprecedented efficiency in heating and cooling, in the
all-electric system or the gas-electric hybrid heat® dual-fuel system.
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adaptable-speed technology
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comfort without compromise.

Infinity® intelligence
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The Infinity® heat pump system with Greenspeed™
intelligence is an incredible feat of engineering. First of
all, it delivers up to 13 HSPF heating efficiency — that’s
29-69% greater than the competition.*

SAVINGS
adaptable-speed technology

We’ve raised
the bar on lowering
energy costs.

+

And while most manufacturers would be satisfied with
unprecedented heating efficiency, Carrier knew to be
truly breakthrough, the heat pump had to bring the heat
as well. The Infinity 20 heat pump has up to 86% greater
heating capacity than competitors.† So it can keep you
cozy even when temperatures plummet into the teens.

Infinity® intelligence

If you’re looking for high-efficiency heating and

And in the summer, the system delivers up to 20.5 SEER
cooling and supreme dehumidification that rivals most
high-efficiency air conditioners.

Infinity® Control

Uncompromised
comfort and quiet.
The Infinity® heat pump system with Greenspeed™
intelligence is able to uniquely respond to the Infinity
control’s commands.
As outdoor conditions change the comfort demands inside
the home over the course of a day or even an hour, a
constant stream of information is exchanged between the
Infinity control and the system. Adaptable-speed components
backed by Greenspeed™ intelligence are able to take the
control’s commands and make very subtle adjustments to
meet the comfort needs of the home.
This allows the system to operate longer at steadier, lower
capacities. And, lower capacity runs means quieter operation.
So quiet, you’ll forget it’s there.

GAS-ELECTRIC
Infinity® 20
Heat Pump

Infinity® 98 Gas Furnace

Depending on your geography and comfort needs, your
Carrier® expert wll help recommend either an all-electric
system or a gas-electric HYBRID HEAT® dual-fuel system.

cooling in one system, this is your formula for
success. Our Infinity® heat pump systems with

Infinity® 20
Heat Pump

ultra-high effiSHHHiency

Greenspeed™ intelligence feature the high-

The Carrier® Hybrid Heat® dual-fuel system with

efficiency Infinity 20 heat pump, maximizing the

Infinity® Control

long, cold winters are the norm. The Infinity® control talks

performance of adaptable-speed technology.

to the system to determine when it is most economical

Whether or not you appreciate the science, you’ll
love the savings.

to heat with the electric heat pump or the gas furnace.
The heat pump also delivers highly efficient cooling—

ALL-ELECTRIC

up to 20.5 SEER— in the summer months along with
Infinity® Fan Coil
*Based on 3-ton ducted air-source heat pump system
combinations as of October 28, 2011.

		

Greenspeed™ intelligence is an ideal choice for where

†Compared to a 3-ton ducted air-source heat pump
at an outdoor temperature of 17°F.

supreme dehumidification.

